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HomeBibliography WillBook SummaryThe Act of Will Full Title: An Act of Will: A Guide to Self-Actualization and Self-Realization Author: Roberto Assagioli ISBN 0952400413 Print Status: out-of-print Publisher: David Platts Pub Co; Reprint edition (June 1999) Act of Will: A guide to self-actualization and
self-realization emphasizes what Roberto Assagioli saw as one of the most important aspects of the psyche, and one of particular importance for Psychosynthesis - Will. Contents Part One – Nature of the Testament 1. Introduction 2. Existential experience of will 3. The qualities of the will 4. Strong Will 5.
Skilled Will: Psychological Laws 6. Practical applications of you skillful 7. Good Will 8. Love and Will 9. Transpersonal Will 10. Universal Will Part Two - Stages of Willing 11. From intent to achievement 12. Purpose, Assessment, Motivation, Intent 13. Deliberation, choice and decision 14. Affirmation 15.
Planning and programming 16. Execution Directorate Part Three - Epilog 17. Joyous Will Project Appendix Appendix One: Self-Identification Exercise Appendix Two: Thinking and Meditation Appendix Three: Questionnaire on Will Appendix Four: History Survey Appendix Five: Differential Psychology
Reference Notes Index Quotes Only the development of his inner powers can compensate for the dangers inherent in man losing control of extraordinary natural forces at his disposal and becoming the victim of his own achievements. – page 6. ... a vivid anticipation of a future achievement or satisfaction
will give joy even while feeling pain. St. Francis said: So great is the Good that I expect every pain for me to be joyful. At a less high level, this is true for athletes and especially climbers, at whom the cheerful perspective intended for the will to achieve outweighs the physical hardships and suffering
involved. – page 201. External links notes from the Act of Will courtesy of David Watkins © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Start reviewing the Act of you guys I bought this book just because of the very cool name. It's been floating in my
computer bag for a month or so. Eventually I started reading it and am blown away with it so far. He's very much into Maslow's hierarchy, if need be. For a random book I took for stupid reasons to half price books I couldn't ask for more. I found a copy of Assagioli's Psychosynthesis for half the price. I'm
going to read that further and then re-read the Will Act I bought this book just because of the very cool name. It's been floating in my computer bag for a month or so. Finally I started reading it and i'm blown away with it until He's very much into Maslow's hierarchy, if need be. For a random book I got
Stupid reasons to Half Price Books I couldn't ask for more. I found a copy of Assagioli's Psychosynthesis for half the price. I'm going to read that further and then re-read the Act of Will... more This book was written in the early 1970s and reflects some ideas that are dated. His perspective is that he will
have seven qualities and if we develop every quality we can use our will for growth. It's worth reading, but I found myself filling in with new information that might temper some of its concepts. This book was written in the early 1970s and reflects some ideas that are dated. His perspective is that he will have
seven qualities and if we develop every quality we can use our will for growth. It's worth reading, but I found myself filling in with new information that might temper some of its concepts. ... more It's a good book. Speakfree will plays a role in the psychological composition of a person. It's a good book.
Speakfree will plays a role in the psychological composition of a person. ... more It's an excellent book. It goes through the way free will plays a role in a person's psychological development and inclinations. It's an excellent book. It goes through the way free will plays a role in a person's psychological
development and inclinations. ... more It's an amazing book from the founder of Psychosynthesis. Like his other book, this is also a clear and comprehensive statement of how important will is in our lives. Again, both practical and theoretical aspects were mentioned. Fascinating trip to the philosophy of
self-actualization and psychology for any Abraham Maslow Fan Text study book by Will. Very thorough, but boring n the best way of 1970's manuals. Study text book by Will. Very thorough, but boring n the best way of 1970's manuals. ... several different dimensions of the human will and how one can
use the will to be more self-aware, because it will go along with the existence of someone or I. Different dimensions of the human will and how one can use the will to be more self-aware, because it will go along with the existence of someone or I. ... more This is a kind of psychology book with a unique
perspective on the person as a result of the conscious Will. And Will itself is a multifaceted aspect of personality, which can be cultivated for fulfillment in its many different dimensions. While the text is a little dry, some of the ideas were very new to me and eye opening, I'm surprised you didn't come
across this book earlier. A mio parre libro estremamente complesso. It's secondo me, dedicated a solo a professionalionsi del settore (psicology). L'ho letto ma non to be able to make a judgment. In fact, there were several sentences that needed more rereading to actually be understood. It seemed very
technical and very deep (psychologically speaking). An extremely complex book opinion of mine. And according to mines, dedicated professionals del settore (psicology). L'ho letto ma non credo di essere in grado di dare un giudizio. Difatto c'erano diverse frasi che necessitano più reading per essere
really capite. Mi è sembrato molto tecnico e molto profondo (psicologicamente parlando). ... more Fondamental per modelling of meglio at his own vita presente e futura 16 December 2018 16 December 2018/ Mike Munro Turner One of the most powerful ideas that Roberto Assagioli, founder of
Psychosintesis left us is that of the Testament. Will in Assagioli's work is a much broader and more powerful concept than our everyday concept of willpower. This Testament is ultimately concerned with how we express ourselves - how we turn the spirit into action. In the introduction of his classic book Act
of Will: A guide to self-actualization and self-realization Assagioli suggests that if an ancient Greek or Roman suddenly appeared among modern humanity, he would initially be blinded by the material wonders created by advanced technology and perhaps would regard us as a race of magicians and
demigods. But he might also notice that although we have acquired an impressive degree of power over nature, our knowledge and control over our inner world is very limited. Despite our technological magic, we are largely ignorant of our true selves and unable to deal with our own emotions, impulses,
thoughts and desires. He goes on to say that this great chasm between man's external and inner powers is one of the most important and profound causes of individual and collective evils that affect our civilization and seriously endanger its future. Assagioli suggests that we can seek a remedy for these
evils by simplifying our outer lives, and developing our inner powers. The fundamental among these inner powers is the extraordinary and unrealized potency of our own will. Assagioli developed a framework for the willing process - the version presented here is equally refined by the institute of
psychosynthesis. It consists of nine sequential steps from purpose to execution and makes it clear that the decision is a more complex process than we often realize. The steps are like links in a chain; the chain itself - the act of willingness - is only as strong as its weakest link. For example, a person may
be deciding on their next career move. Ideally, she would start by connecting to her sense of purpose and what inspires her, she would explore what is meaningful to her, and she would clarify what was important to her and give this tangible form in terms of her values. She would then evoke her intention,



her energetic desire to work towards her purpose or From this place of intent she would deliberate on the situation, formulate alternatives and explore each before choosing one. She then affirms her choice by mobilizing her emotional state in support of road plans to follow, and act. In practice, the process
cannot be as sequential or as explicit as this and not every stage of the will can be important in any act of will. But we have to be competent at all stages if we are to act effectively under different circumstances. Usually, it seems to me that there are stages that customers are adept at others that they
struggle with. For example, if they made a choice but failed to do anything about it, I would explore the precursors of choice - they deliberated fully on the options, they evoked the strong intention and so on. 16 December 2018/ Mike Munro Turner/ Turner/
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